IMAGE USAGE TERMS
1. These images are provided for editorial usage relating to Travel Photographer of the Year (TPOTY)
only. Image usage for other promotional purposes is not permitted and will be treated as a breach of
copyright. Copyright remains with the photographer at all times.
2. Each image must be credited with the name of the photographer and www.tpoty.com (e.g. Stefano
Pensotti/www.tpoty.com)
3. The words 'Travel Photographer of the Year (TPOTY)' must appear in the introduction to the gallery,
or in a story, as appropriate, and include the web domain www.tpoty.com
4. The images must not be used for any other purpose. Any unauthorised usage, outside the agreed
usage, for any purpose not directly connected with TPOTY or TPOTY on behalf of the photographer will
be considered a breach of copyright, subject to both reproduction fees and a unauthorised usage fees.
If you wish to use the images for another purpose, please contact Travel Photographer of the Year and
we will pass your request to the photographer concerned.
5. The publication/website will provide a copy of the story (hard copy or emailed PDF for print
publications, a live web link for online publications) either by email to press@tpoty.com or by post to 20
Yew Tree Courtyard, Framlingham Road, Earl Soham, Suffolk IP13 7SG, UK.
6. The publication/website will remove the files from their server after use, and will not keep copies of
them anywhere. The publication will not pass the files onto anyone else, syndicate the images or issue
them to partners without prior written approval from Travel Photographer of the Year, and subject to
agreed conditions. Web galleries or stories may stay up for as long as the website usually displays
such items.
7. If the publication/website intends to include the images in an iPad or similar app (i.e. a daily news
app), it must confirm that this is a secure app, with locked images, and all image credits etc. will apply
as outlined above. Usage in any way which generates a direct income from the images will not be
permitted unless agreed in writing and a royalty is paid to the photographer.
8. If high resolution images have been provided for print purposes, and the publication also wants to
use them in an online story about Travel Photographer of the Year, they must resize them to 72dpi
maximum for online usage. Responsibility for misuse or illegal downloading of these images or any
breach of copyright rests with the publisher.
9. Images must not be stripped of any metadata when used online. Stripping of metadata, either
manually or by a content management system, will be regarded as an infringement of copyright. Any
such images must immediately be removed from the internet.
10. The publication must not display the images on Facebook or Instagram, as these companies’
stance on copyright is not acceptable to Travel Photographer of the Year. They may, however, use
Facebook or Instagram to link to an online gallery or story, or ask us to provide low-resolution versions
of some images, with a subtle watermark, which can be used on Facebook or Instagram.
By publishing the images you are agreeing to the above terms and conditions.
If you have any queries, please email karen@tpoty.com or call +44(0)1728 627752.

